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The many happy owners of our now GROUP filly ROYAL SNITZEL after
Moonee Valley’s win Jan 25

From the Stable
The first few months of 2015 have been
very busy and rewarding for United
Syndications both at the sales AND on the
track. Our headline act for the past couple
of months has been ROYAL SNITZEL
who scored at Moonee Valley on the 25th
Jan and then followed up with two
consecutive GROUP 3 seconds at Caulfield
and Moonee Valley respectively. ROYAL
SNITZEL is an outstanding filly who was
left out front a sitting duck at Caulfield
when grabbed late by Sabatini and then was
poleaxed just prior to the turn in the
Typhoon Tracy yet picked herself up and
ran home late to again go under again in
GROUP 3 company. Her last run at
Flemington is to be ignored as she pulled
up sore on that occasion and is now
enjoying the fruits of her Autumn efforts
with a well-earned spell having achieved an
imposing race record to date of 7 starts for
3 wins and 3 seconds and $190,500 in
stakes. Seconds also followed us with
VIBRANCE our Stratum 3yo who as
anticipated improved immensely off her
initial spell. She was unlucky not to have
tasted success after 2 excellent seconds at
Sale and Moe and after a run at Yarra
Valley where she was wide throughout now

spells and one would think it would not
take long for her to open her account next
time around.
Never before have we so many horses all
in pre-training at the same time with only
LE BONSIR currently at Caulfield. This
grand campaigner has come into Caulfield
in absolutely outstanding order after a 4
month spell after his last run at Moonee
Valley. LE BONSIR continues to defy
the odds and is probably in the soundest
condition of his career that boasts 33
starts for 8 wins,8 seconds and 4 fourths
and $454,190 in stakes. No plan has been
set for this warrior but rather we will let
him tell us when he is ready to run. These
types of horses just come up themselves
and they let you know when their ready
however there is a multitude of options
for him as we will be coming into the
Winter months soon where this old fella
enjoys the soft tracks that will be on offer.
Other horses that are currently in pretraining include ONPICALO who has
only been in work about 3 weeks. This
guy has spelled well and as normal
always seems to pick up a Metropolitan
Win and will no doubt add to the already
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The 2015 touring team at Rich Hill Stud
healthy stakes bank of $225,555 when he
eventually steps out this time around,
NORTHERN CHARM our Northern
Meteor filly who had quite a good first
prep at Caulfield only to fall away just
prior to trialing .She looks to have
strengthened well off her break and will
be a much stronger conveyance this time
around and heads to Caulfield soon,
LADY BLAKENEY who is currently
with John Ledger and again appears to
hold a stronger frame off a nice break.
She has been troubled by hind quarter and
back issues which is immaturity and if she
can stand up to a prep we all believe that
she should be gracing the winners stall
when she gets up in trip to her preferred
distance.
One horse that has thrived on the back of
his spell is SHOT OF COURAGE who
is with John Ledger in pre-training. This
son of HUSSONET has really lengthened
and strengthened accordingly and if looks
has anything to do with it should be in for
a great prep. A narrow but impressive
winner at Moe at his only start when
green this guy has the makings to develop
into a Metropolitan horse this time around
if he can continue to progress as we think
he will. Has a nice turn of foot and will be
suited to 1400-1600 metres and now looks
to have the body that matches that

distance range. He has always been an
immature type where time has been his
friend however that looks to be now past
him and he has shown John already that
he is different type of horse mentally
which normally develops into natural
improvement when they again hit the
track in the future. Let’s hops so as we
have liked this guy all along! Another guy
we have liked from day dot is THE
CATSKILLS - a son of RIP VAN
WINKLE who has been held back
through throat immaturity issues however
a nice Summer break has seen him please
with John and is currently doing
everything right with a trip to Caulfield
for a look not far away. Appears very
natural in the way that he takes everything
in his stride and is a sensible horse who
has thrived everywhere he has been so it
will be interesting to see him when he
rocks into Caulfield and just how far Mick
can get with him.
Two other horses that are now over injury
issues and in with John Ledger include the
well named NOT A SINGLE DOUBT
filly FUTURE IN DOUBT who’s future
was exactly that 6 months ago off the
back of an infection to the pedal bone.
Now appearing to be over that she is in
work and although understandably a touch
green is making progress and will be
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interesting to see just how far she gets at what is actually her first real go in pretraining whilst our NZ 3YO ARTICULATE MAN another horse who has come back
from an acute fracture to his pedal bone has shown nice staying ability in his previous
preps in NZ. This guy looks a lovely Winter stayer in the making and has been through
the system previously having trialed in Te Teko in NZ so one would think that
although he has been off the scene for some months that his previous grounding would
come into play and that he should be able to progress to Caulfield in the coming
weeks. Speaking of New Zealand our RIP VAN WINKLE/CALL THE CAT FILLY
is currently in work over in Matamata and will be on the plane over to Australia early/
mid-April. Has been faultless with Paul Shailer and has had no issues so she should be
rocking into boot camp at Caulfield next month to have a look and Mick should be
able to assess her before she next spells!

2015 Karaka Tour

The 2015 Karaka team enjoying The Riverside Tavern evening
Our recently concluded 2015 Karaka tour
was again an outstanding event which was
assisted greatly by the generosity and
hospitality of NZ Bloodstock. The Stud
tour was a great day which commenced
with an exhibition gallop of our RIP VAN
WINKLE/CALL THE CAT FILLY at
Matamata racecourse. We then moved
onto Kilmore Farm to have a look at our
newly acquired weanlings and then onto
Waikato Stud and Rich Hill Stud to view
the latest stallions in OCEAN PARK,

SAVABEEL,
ROCK “N” POP,
PENTIRE, JIMMY CHOUX and
SHOCKING. It was then off to back to
Langham’s Hotel where the highlight on
the return journey being an urgent “side
relief” pit stop by one of the touring party
on a clogged up Auckland freeway which
made interesting viewing given that our
driver was a policeman! The Karaka
Million race night was a great spectacle
under sunny skies and the general
hospitality by all of the restaurants and
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NZB staff that was shown to our group was really overwhelming. Our Riverside Tavern
evening on the Tuesday was a must see again for next year as we had the outside area
overlooking the river on what was a really lovely evening at what is New Zealand’s
oldest tavern. A big personal thanks goes to my general 2 IC in Graham Snell and his
wife Fran for being so diligent in organizing times and meeting spots throughout the
trip which was really appreciated. I am sure all who joined the tour would have also
been impressed with the way Graham had everyone organized ready for each day’s
activity and also thank him immensely for all of his hard work to ensure that everyone
had the best time possible! Roll on KARAKA 2016!

2015 Sales

Our Cape Blanco Filly meeting some of her new owners
The start of 2015 has indeed been busy
with to date 3 purchases made and ALL
Syndicates completed. Our SMART
MISSILE/FRENCH’S FOREST COLT
purchased from the Gold Coast has just
commenced being broken in with John
Ledger at Wangaratta, whilst our CAPE
BLANCO/LITTLE
TEE
FILLY
purchased from the NZ Select Sale for
only $26,000 commences her education
next month. This sale is right on the
agenda for future years as it is an
extremely affordable sale with GROUP
winners coming out of it year after year
after year with GROUP 1 Rosehill
Guineas winner Volkstok ‘n’barrell X

TAVISTOCK (a $50,000 Select Sale
purchase) being the latest! Our final
purchase recently at Melbourne Premier
that of our SMART MISSILE/AGONY
COLT for $50,000 has settled in very
well at Cloverdale and will be heading to
Woodside Park next month to commence
his breaking in education. A quick
apology to all of those members who
have not yet been able to be placed in
yearlings such as the demand that we
have had however the Sydney Easter sale
is right around the corner and I urge those
members to PLEASE contact me (as
some already have) to advise as to what

% they would like in the next yearling. PLEASE NOTE that for Sydney Easter we
will for the very first time be offering quarter shares i.e. 1.25% in order to
maximize everyone’s participation. United Syndication does intend to purchase at
this sale and we will as normal be looking forward to a lovely correct individual with
the right pedigree to be able to offer to everyone. Good luck to all of our new
Syndicates for 2015 and to our anticipated Easter Syndicate!
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Mick Price with our Smart Missile/French’s Forest Colt

